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Mindblow



5 Myths 
A11Y and Typography

🤔



What did you think about #A11Y 
when you first heard of it?

💬



 pimpmytype pimp_my_type

Oliver Schöndorfer
Freelance UI Designer



Teaching you how to boost your 
designs with pimped type.

🚀



What did you think about #A11Y 
when you first heard of it?

💬



Visual Design

Typography



 You know nothing! 



They take my serifs away!

a11y myth #1



https://www.boia.org/blog/best-fonts-to-use-for-website-accessibility



https://www.boia.org/blog/best-fonts-to-use-for-website-accessibility

“… the best option … is a popular font  
  with a clean, sans serif aesthetic.”



 But I love serifs! 



What’s better, sans-serif or serif 
for accessibility?

💬



Type
Sans-Serif Serif

Type



What makes a 
 good typeface?



Font follows  feeling.



P. Harold, MD

Objektiv Mk1 by Dalton Maag



P. Harold, MD
Emeritus by Blaze Type



P. Harold, MD

The World’s Worst Font



Font follows  function.



Wir lesen das am leichtesten, 
was wir gewöhnt sind.



Wir lesen das am leichtesten, 

was wir gewöhnt sind.



Body text



vs.Readability Legibility



Pick the right category

Sans Slab Serif
y y y



Oranmentic fonts won’t work for 
more than one line of large text

Don’t use very stylized fonts for reading text



calm

Strokes are even with little contrast

calm calm
y

Nunito 
Very even strokes

Right Grotesk 
Contrasting ink traps

Playfair Display 
Too contrasting

m n



esca

Letter shapes are open

esca esca
m

Fira Sans 
Very open shapes

Inter 
Quite closed shapes

Neue Helvetica 
Closed shapes

y n



Letter shapes are open

esca esca



Letter shapes are open

escaesca
escaesca

Fira Sans is more legible 
in small sizes

Neue Helvetica is harder 
to read in small sizes



rn rn rn

Letter combinations work

y

PT Serif 
Easy to differentiate

Helvetica 
Not very clear

Times New Roman 
Unclear

m n



The Readability Group, https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII

https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII


The Readability Group, https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII

https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII


The Readability Group, https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII

Top performers 
sans-serif

https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII


“A Guide to Understanding What Makes a Typeface Accessible” https://shorturl.at/lrDEH 

Better word shapes, flow 

for trained readers

Better characters recognition 

Less advanced readers

Sans Serif

https://shorturl.at/lrDEH


Choose the theme that fits your project, 
then take a look at the design features









 Comic Sans! 



I have to use Comic Sans

a11y myth #2



I have to use Open Dyslexic

a11y myth #2



I have to make 
my design ugly



Are “dyslexic fonts” better 
for this user group?

💬



Il1 Il1 Il1

Letterforms are easy to distinguish

y

IBM Plex Sans 
very distinct characters

Gill Sans 
All the same shapes

SF Pro 
More disitinct

n m



dbqp dbqp dbqp

Letterforms are easy to distinguish

n

Helvetica 
Mirrored shapes

Comic Sans 
No exact mirrors

Open Dyslexic 
No exact mirrors

y y



dbqp dbqp dbqp

Letterforms are easy to distinguish

m

Atkinson Hyperlegible 
db mirrored

Newsreader 
No exact mirrors

Shantell Sans 
No exact mirrors

y y



Shantell Sans looks 
playflul & friendly



💌 pimpmytype.com/newsletter



This just looks broken



The Readability Group, https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII

Perform better for dyslexic 
traits, but still poor

https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII


Accessible fonts are not better, but 
have clear character recognition in mind.







???



I have to use 
ridiculous contrast

a11y myth #3



Do you need strong contrast 
for good accessibility?

💬



1.64:1
AA 3:1 (large text)n



3:1
AA 3:1 large texty



 WCAG ya’ll! 





https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#perceivable

Information and user interface 
components must be presentable 
to users in ways they can perceive.

1. Guideline: Perceivable



1.4.1 Use of Color 

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)

Success Criteria



pmty.pe/color-contrast

Color Contrast Cheat Sheet 
WCAG 2.1 Level AA, minimum 



#80888F 3.59:1
AA 4.5:1n

⚠ a11y alert ⚠ 



4.5:1
AA 4.5:1y

#74777A

⚠ a11y alert ⚠ 



1.77:1
AA 4.5:1n



4.51:1 10.6:1
AAy 4.5:1 AAy 4.5:1



⚠ a11y alert ⚠ 



Button container color 
against background color 
falls below 3:1

1.14:1

⚠ a11y alert ⚠ 



12.14:1
AAy 3.1:1

⚠ a11y alert ⚠ 



12.14:1
AAy 3.1:1



1.4.1 Use of Color 

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum) 

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast

Success Criteria



pmty.pe/color-contrast

Color Contrast Cheat Sheet 
WCAG 2.1 Level AA, minimum 



pmty.pe/color-contrast

Color Contrast Cheat Sheet 
WCAG 2.1 Level AA, minimum 



Care about minimum contrast 
and always use a tool to check it.



I have use big font sizes

a11y myth #4



What is the minimum font size 
for accessibility?

💬



Is this accessible?



1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum) 

1.4.4 Resize Text 

Success Criteria



Is this accessible?



Is this accessible?

y 200% of the original size 
without loss of content or functionality



Type Type
Large x-height 

(Roboto)
Small x-height 
(Josefin Sans)

72% 52%



Type Type

In small sizes, type with larger x-height seems larger



Abc

Abc
Abc

Abc



Abc Abc Abc Abc

The font size should be adjusted to the reader’s distance from the device



Bigger text on bigger screens, maybe slightly smaller text on small screens

Abc Abc Abc Abc

150% 120% 100% 90%



1 rem = 16 px



There is no minimum font size, but use  
at least 16 px or 1 em for body text.



Use large letter-spacing

a11y myth #5





font-weight: 400 
letter-spacing: 0



font-weight: 400 
letter-spacing: 0



font-weight: 450 
letter-spacing: 1%



Ruda in a heading
Letter spacing untreated, text falls apart in heading



Letter spacing reduced by 3%, text sticks together

Ruda in a heading



1.4.12 Text Spacing

Success Criterion



Line height: at least 1.5 times the font size; 

Letter spacing: at least 0.12 times the font size; 

Word spacing: at least 0.16 times the font size. 

Success Criterion 1.4.12 Text Spacing





Should it be adjustable or 
set to these values in the design?

💬



AAA is better than AA

a11y myth #6



pmty.pe/color-contrast

Color Contrast Cheat Sheet 
WCAG 2.1 Level AA, minimum 



pmty.pe/color-contrast

Color Contrast Cheat Sheet 
WCAG 2.1 Level AAA, enhanced 

7:1 4.5:1 4.5:1



Is AAA really better than AA? 
💬





#A11Y=Typography



WCAG is your friend



How will your 
next web design look like?



Nobody takes your serifs away1

Use legible typefaces for body text2

Use a decent minimum contrast3

Use 1 rem at least for body text4

Space text according to the design5

AAA is not always better than AA6



YEAH! Typography!





The A11Y adventure 
has only just begun!



On YouTube 
Pimp my Type



On Font Friday 
Weekly Newsletter



 pimpmytype

Oliver Schöndorfer  

Now go out there and 
pimp that type!

Freelance UI & App Designer


